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Introduction

Homeostasis, with the physiologically normal parameters, is dependent on interactions of the activators of coagulation and their inhibitors on one side, and the fibrinolytic activators and their inhibitors on the other side. In these interactions the increase of fibrin formation, formed by activated thrombin, is directly proportional to the increase in disintegration of the fibrin network as a result of the activation of plasmin. The initial moment of, either external or internal pathway of the coagulation mechanisms, is the release of tissue factor, named thromboplastin (TF). It activates the thrombocytes to excrete the integrin receptors (IIb/IIIa) for fibrinogen. The TF-thrombocyte-fibrinogen link, assisted by Ca²⁺ ions, triggers a cascade pathway through the activation of factors X → Xa and thrombin, which is a precondition for starting of the coagulation. A Xa factor is also the site of TFPI (tissue factor pathway inhibitor) activity. The stability of homeostasis depends also on the antithrombin inhibitor. A increase of the activity of this mechanism causes a shift in the direction of hypercoagulation, which represents the beginning of thrombotic state. The fibrin plaques are formed and they are bound to the endothelium of blood vessels, the thrombocytes and a fibrinogen. These pathologic layers cause the myocardial and cerebral infarctions, the thrombosis of deep venous, etc. The malignant formations and their products, which stimulate a secretion of TF and the activation of intrinsic pathway, may also initiate the hypercoagulation. However, many malignant tumors synthesize and secrete the urokinase-type plasminogen activators (uPAs), whose activity is opposite to

The stability of homeostasis is important to keep a balance between coagulation and fibrinolysis. A disorder of homeostasis leads to different physiological changes and causes different diseases such as cardiopathies and malignant tumors. Cardiopathies is characterized by a hypercoagulation. In the malignant tumors, besides the hypercoagulation due to plasminogen activators (PA) formed inside the tumor, a disorder of homeostasis leads also to acceleration of the fibrinolysis. The variety of internal and external factors in both cases determine the deviation of time for the clots formation, as well as the lyses of blood and fibrin clots. In this study the venous blood as well as the blood and the fibrin clots, derived from healthy dogs, the dogs with cardiopathies and with malignant tumors, were examined for the time of coagulation and fibrinolysis by adding different substances. In these experiments we used a glycolipoprotein extract from earthworm tissue homogenate (G-90) and the proteolytic enzymes P I and P II, isolated from G-90. The efficacy of the tested substances was comparable with the clinically administered anticoagulants. The most significant differences in clotting time among the three tested groups of dogs were obtained by application of the original G-90. The results suggest a possibility that G-90, along with the fibrinolytic enzymes and other biologically active factors, also contains a factor that decelerates the formation of clot in a specific medium, such as the blood from the dogs with malignant tumors. (Pathology Oncology Research Vol 7, No 3, 197–202, 2001)
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the primarily induced hypercoagulation.\textsuperscript{9,13} Tumor uPA, besides the lysis of the fibrin filaments and the pathological fibrin plaques, also lyse the proteins of extracellular matrix. Through the action of tumor uPA, insulinase and collagenase, the tumor cells could be included into circulation, and produce the metastases.\textsuperscript{2,13} If the etiology of hypercoagulation is not caused by malignant tumors, fibrinolysis is insufficient. Clinical prevention of hypercoagulation, in these cases, is based on blocking of separate phases of the process itself. The prophylaxis can be therapy with heparin, hirudin or coumarin (warfarin), etc. In the therapy of acute pathological conditions fibrinolytics are used, which penetrate into the clots and lyse them. The enzymes, such as $\beta$ streptokinase and urokinase are very often used for these purposes. After fibrinolysis, the therapy is continued with the anticoagulants.\textsuperscript{1}

However, the hypercoagulation in the patients with malignancies is accompanied by accelerated fibrinolysis, and the activity of inhibitors. The states of such disturbed stability have not been sufficiently explored in terms of cause and effect. Because of this, they are hardly accessible to prophylaxis and therapy.\textsuperscript{3,10}

Concentrations and activities of the fibrinolytic enzymes can be monitored in the processes of coagulation and fibrinolysis. Their activity has been the subject of numerous studies. Our study describes the potential of a glycolipoprotein mixture (G-90) as a modulator in the processes of coagulation and fibrinolysis. It was obtained from the tissue homogenate of the earthworm Eisenia fetida. G-90 possesses numerous biological activities. It is neither mutagenic nor carcinogenic.\textsuperscript{6} Recent studies showed that it is not toxic, not allergenic, and it has antibacterial activity. G-90 mixture contains the growth factors of the insulin superfamily, adhesins of immunoglobulin superfamily, and proteolytic enzymes of the trypsin family.\textsuperscript{6,7,8,12} The latter is confirmed by the fact that the fibrinolytic activity of G-90 in vitro is specific, considering the site of the primary malignant process of the serum donor, whereas uPA detected in G-90 has no such specificity.\textsuperscript{9}

We have evaluated the fibrinolytic activity of G-90 in relation to the $\beta$ streptokinase activity, and its possible in vitro action on the permeability of erythrocyte membranes. We have also examined whether or not there is a difference in the action of G-90 on: the clots from whole venous blood and the fibrin clots from venous blood of clinically healthy dogs, dogs with malignant tumors and the dogs with cardiopathies.

**Materials and Methods**

Glycolipoprotein mixture (G-90) was obtained from the tissue homogenate of the earthworm Eisenia fetida (Annelida, Oligochaeta, Lumbricidae) (Patent: “Glycolipoprotein mixture from tissue homogenates of the Lumbricidae family earthworm - Procedure for its obtaining and its application in medicine” (P920481A), Republic of Croatia, State Patent Office 1992).\textsuperscript{6}

The proteolytic enzymes P I (32 kDa) and P II (23 kDa) were isolated from G-90.\textsuperscript{8}

Venous blood was taken from dogs ($n = 60$): a) clinically healthy dogs ($n = 20$); b) dogs with malignant tumors (mammary carcinoma) ($n = 20$); c) dogs with cardiopathies (dilative cardiopathies) ($n = 20$). Both disorders were diagnosed at the Clinics for Internal Diseases of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia, using a clinical examination such as ECG, ultrasound and histological pathoanalysis. The dogs examined in our Clinic very often suffer from mammary carcinoma and dilative cardiopathies, and that was reason that we examined the blood samples from these groups (without distinguishing the type breed, sex and age of dogs). The blood samples were taken simultaneously with the blood for routine tests. All procedures were performed according to the European guidance on keeping and handling laboratory animals (86/609/EEC).\textsuperscript{14}

Fibrin clots were obtained from whole venous blood of examined dogs. Before use in the tests, the fibrin clots were stored at $-20^\circ$C.

Anticoagulative activity was checked by clotting test: to 1 ml of freshly withdrawn venous blood $10 \mu l$ of tested substances were added (G-90 or P I or P II or P I+P II) in the concentrations from 1 pg/ml to 100 pg/ml, dissolved in physiological solution. A mixture P I + P II was prepared with equal amount of each component (1:1). The time of blood cloting was monitored at room temperature.

Fibrinolytic activity was checked by test of lysis of whole blood clots: a clot derived from 2 ml of venous blood was kept at room temperature for 15 minutes. After that, 1 ml of physiological solution with G-90 or P I or P II or P I+P II in the concentrations of 10 ng/ml or 10 pg/ml, was added to the clots. To the control clot 1 ml of the physiological solution was added. Clot lysis time was monitored at room temperature.

A lysis of fibrin clot was performed by euglobulinic test: 1 ml of tested substances (G-90 or P I or P II or P I+P II), in the concentrations of 10 pg/ml - 100 pg/ml, was added to the fibrin clot derived from 1 ml of plasma. A clot lysis time was monitored at room temperature and at 37°C.

The hemolytic activities of tested substances: 2 ml of freshly drawn venous blood were left to clot at room temperature. A 1 ml of each tested substances (G-90 or P I or P II or P I+P II), in the concentrations of 10 µg/ml or 10 ng/ml or 10 pg/ml, were added to the clots. Then the samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1500 rpm. The clear supernatants were checked for the presence of hemoglobin by spectrophotometer at 546 nm. A negative control was provided by the physiological solution, whereas a positive control was provided by hemolyzed blood.

The evaluation of fibrinolytic activity of the testing substances (G-90 or P I or P II or P I+P II) in relation to $\beta$
streptokinase activity: the clots were obtained from 2 ml of fresh venous blood. β streptokinase (Hoechst, Austria AG, Vienna) with 150,000 IE/ml was used to prepare a standard curve. Each point was made in duplicate, and the lysis time of the clots from healthy dogs was determined. To assess the number of EI of tested substances, the clots from healthy dogs and the dogs with malignancies and cardiopathies, were lysed by adding of G-90 or P I or P II or P I + P II in the concentrations of 10$\mu$g/ml or 10 ng/ml or 10 pg/ml. Their lysis times were compared with the lysis time of β streptokinase in the standard curve, which served for determination of the number of EI of tested substances.

The results are presented as a mean values ± SD, using Mann-Whitney test and t-test (software ANOVA).

Results

The anticoagulative activities of the tested substances, examined on blood samples from the dogs with malignant tumors, cardiopathies and healthy dogs are shown in Figures 1a-d. The results represent the mean values from the 20 examined blood samples in each group. Clotting time was expressed in min. A physiological clotting time for the blood from the healthy dogs was 3 min, and this was used as a control value. The blood from the dogs with cardiopathies showed an accelerated clotting (1.5 min), whereas a blood taken from the dogs with malignant tumors showed a slower clotting time (6 min). Addition of the examined substances (G-90, P I, P II, P I + P II) disrupted this ratio depending on their concentrations, and delayed clotting time in all examined groups.

To prevent coagulation of the samples from healthy dogs, the concentrations of P I and P II as well as their combination (P I + P II) was 1 $\mu$g/ml (Figures 1b-d), but for G-90 it was 10x more (10 $\mu$g/ml) (Figure 1a). The blood samples from the dogs with cardiopathies were more sensitive in the presence of combination P I + P II. At a concentration of 1 $\mu$g/ml there was no coagulation (Figure 1d). P I alone prevented coagulation at concentration of 10 $\mu$g/ml (Figure 1b), but P II and G-90 exerted the same effect at 10 x higher concentration (1 $\mu$g/ml) (Figures 1a,c). In the blood from dogs with malignant tumors P I (10 ng/ml) decelerated clotting to 87 min (Figure 1b) and G-90 (10 ng/ml) to 60 min (Figure 1a). At a higher concentration (100 ng/ml), P I did not exerted any anticoagulative activity (Figure 1b), but G-90 delayed a clotting time to 95 min (Figure 1a). P II was less effective than P I (Figure 1c). But, the combination of P I and P II was more effective than each enzyme alone (Figure 1d). The mixture of P I and P II at a concentration of 1 ng/ml delayed a clotting time of blood from dogs with malignant tumors up to 78

---

*Figure 1. A time of coagulation (min) of the dog's venous blood in depending on the concentration of added substances.

* Stop of coagulation
minutes. On the other hand, the combination of P I + P II at concentration of 10 ng/ml prevented clotting of blood from dogs with malignant tumors. Although, when P I and P II were added separately, their effects were weaker on the same sample (Fig 1b,c). For prevention of the coagulation in the same extent we needed 10x more (100 ng/ml) of P I or P II (Figures 1b,c). The effect of G-90 was even weaker than that of P I or P II, and was added at a concentration of 1 µg/ml (100x more than P I + P II) (Figure 1a).

To compare the significance of differences between the clotting times among the substances applied and blood samples, statistical analyses were performed. The above results show that all examined substances influence the time of clotting, depending on the source of blood sample and the concentration of substance. In comparison with clotting time of blood samples from healthy dogs, all substances delayed a coagulation of blood samples from the dogs with malignant tumors, and shortened it from the dogs with cardiopathies (Figure 1a-d).

Dissolving blood clots: The fibrinolytic activities of G-90, P I, P II and P I + P II were examined by measuring a dissolving time of blood clots. The blood clots of all examined blood samples of dogs (20 in each groups) were treated with of G-90 or P I or P II or P I + P II, at concentrations of 10 µg/ml, 10 ng/ml and 10 pg/ml. The efficacy of applied substances was expressed in the min. The dissolving of clots was accelerated proportionally to the concentration of tested substances (Figure 2a-d). At a concentration of 10 pg/ml, P II did not show any effect (Figure 2c), but the other substances examined dissolved the clots (Figure 2a,b,d). The best effect of all substances was achieved at a concentration of 10 µg/ml. The blood clots from the dogs with malignant tumors were more sensitive then the other clots. The efficacy of substances was as follows: (P I + P II) > P I > G-90 > P II (Figure 2a-d). At concentration of 10 pg/ml, P II did not show any fibrinolytic activity (Fig 2 C). In combination with P I, the fibrinolytic activity was even higher than that with G-90 or P I alone (Figure 2a,b,d). The control clots (with adding of physiological solution) were not dissolved during the experiments.

The lysis of fibrin clot (euglobulinic test): The results of euglobulinic test were shown in Figure 3. The activity of examined substances was determined as a time for lysis of the fibrin clots. The results show that all tested substances, except P II are still active in the concentration of 1 pg/ml. At concentrations higher than 10 ng/ml, P II suppressed the reaction, which was reflected as the prolongation of a time required for lyses, above the physiological lysing time. If the tests were carried at 37°C, the activities of all substances increased for 12%. The fibrin clots lysis also depended on the origin of blood samples. The clot from the dogs with malignant tumors lysed faster (220 min) than the clots from healthy dogs (248 min) and dogs with cardiopathies (279 min).

Hemolytic activity: To examine if G-90 or P I or P II or P I + P II lysed the erythrocytes, a hemolytic test was perform (results not shown). The activity was expressed as a percentage (%) of released hemoglobin from the erythrocytes.
All tested substances in concentrations from 10 pg/ml to 10 ng/ml did not lyse the erythrocytes in all examined groups. At higher concentration (10 µg/ml) only P I exerted some hemolytic activity (40-50%) in all type of blood samples.

Evaluation of tested substances as the fibrinolytics in relation to the β streptokinase activity: Fibrinolytic activities of G-90, P I and P II were tested on the clots of venous blood from 10 healthy dogs, in comparison with the activity of β streptokinase. The time required for complete lytic effect of β streptokinase, with a certain number of IE was compared with the time required for the same effect by the tested substances. The values, expressed in IE, were determined from the calibration curve obtained with β streptokinase. A β streptokinase, with 147.2 IE/ml, completely lysed a clot for 5 hours and 22 min. A P I (10 µg/ml) lysed a clot from the same source for 22 hour, which would correspond to 7.0 IE/ml. G-90 (10 ng/ml) needed 27 hours for the same effect, which would be about 3.5 IE/ml. P II lysed a clot for 45 hours, a value did not fit a basic curve of β streptokinase.

Discussion

This paper describes the investigation of possible clinical use of the substances prepared from the earthworm's tissue (Eisenia fetida). In these studies we examined a G-90 and the proteolytic enzymes P I and P II, isolated from G-90. P I and P II possess a strong fibrinolytic and anti-coagulative activities. A G-90 is neither mutagenic nor cancerogenic. Recently, it was shown that G-90 is not allergic, nor toxic, and possesses antibacterial activity and helps in wound healing (own results, not published).

To assess the fibrinolytic activity of tested substances, their activities were compared with the activity of β streptokinase. The results pointed out that malignant tumors and cardiopathies are rather common antagonists of the homeostatic stability either to the side of fibrinolysis (in malignant tumors), or hypercoagulability (in cardiopathies). The value of negative controls, obtained in applied fibrinolysis and the coagulation tests, were dependent on the origin of blood (healthy dogs or dogs with cardiopathies / malignant tumors). The clots from blood of the dogs with malignant tumors dissolved faster, due to tumor plasminogen activator already present in the clot. The slowest rate of dissolving had the clots of blood from healthy dogs with the most stable homeostasis. The euglobulinic tests showed that in dissolving the fibrin clots of the blood from dogs with cardiopathies were very resistant. The pathology of cardiopathy is associated with increased coagulation factors, that could cause the resistance of a clot on dissolving, seen in our experiments. By application of the test substances we
have attempted to find out whether these substances could be applied in vivo in the processes of fibrinolysis and coagulation. Also we compared the doses and effects for the in vitro and in vivo tests. The test of anticoagulative activity in vitro showed that in the cases of mammary carcinoma, small doses were sufficient to ensure the effect (10 ng/ml of G-90 or 100 pg/ml of P I or 10 pg/ml of P I + P II).

The results obtained with testing of clots lysis show that P II contributed to the activity of P I, whereas its individual action was even weaker than G-90. The euglobulinic test provided interesting information about P II. In a concentration below 10 ng/ml it suppressed the reaction and prolonged the lysis time above the physiological values. From the above results it is evident that theoretically for anticoagulative treatment of dog of 20 kg (2 l of blood) a single 20 mg dose of G-90 would be required (1 mg/kg of body weight) or a corresponding lower dose by application of P I (2 ng; 0.1 mg/kg of body weight) or P I + P II (0.2 ng; 0.01 mg/kg of body weight). This „theoretical” assumption corresponds to the statements in the literature.4,5,11 Patients for cardiovascular bypass are usually treated with heparin (3 mg/kg), prior to intervention. To achieve the normal (physiological) values of all parameters, the treatment is usually continue with a dose of 1 mg/kg of heparin.11 Other groups experimentally induced a hemorrhage in pigs with a recombinant hirudin (rH) in a dose of 0.3–0.5 mg/kg/hr, over three hours. The animals were pre-treated with the infusion of aspirin (20 mg/kg). Also the fibrinolytic enzymes, isolated from earthworms, were tested in the dogs (oral administration 40 or 80 mg/kg) along with the treatment with aspirin (8 mg/kg). A significant increase in the activities of plasmin and an inhibition of the thrombocyte aggregation were observed. The effect was not directly dependent on the amount of dose administered.7 The similar observation was made in our study. The results point to specific differences in clotting time among the three test groups rather than dependence on a concentration. All substances accelerated the coagulation of blood samples from the dogs with cardiopathies and decelerate the coagulation of the samples from the dogs with carcinoma, in comparison with healthy dogs. The differences between the concentration of particular substances were in concordance with the purity. A G-90 is a mixture, which contains P I and P II, and for some action we needed a higher concentration of G-90 than P I. The pattern of activity observed with G-90 suggests that G-90, besides the proteolytic enzymes, also contains some other factors responsible for its anticoagulative activity. A similar effect was seen by measuring the fibrinolytic activities. Because, P I and P II are the parts of G-90 mixture, the effect of P I was stronger than the effect of G-90 (at 10 ng/ml of substance). On the other hand, at a concentration of 100 ng/ml G-90 influenced the processes of fibrinolysis and anticoagulation, but P I did not. It should be a consequence of a high concentration of active substance for optimal reaction, which inhibits a process of fibrinolysis (feed back reaction). It is obvious that P II contributed to the actions of P I as the fibrinolytic and anticoagulative agents.

All these findings could be associated with the specificity of G-90, and its fibrinolytic activity, considering the site of the primary malignant tumor. A significant difference of G-90 on the clotting time in cardiopathies and malignant tumors could be also used as a additional differential test, showing whether these diseases may cause disturbed homeostatic stability.
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